The *Journal of Ancient Egyptian Interconnections* (JAEI) is an online scholarly publication integrating Egyptian archaeology with Mediterranean, Near Eastern, and African studies—providing a dedicated venue for this growing field of interdisciplinary and inter-area research.

The journal has a somewhat wider geographical and temporal range than existing publications (such as the excellent *Ägypten und Levante*) while specializing in all aspects of interaction between ancient Egypt and its neighbors. *JA EI* publishes full-length articles, short research notes, and reviews of published works (as well as reports and announcements of relevant conferences, symposia, etc.), each of which has been peer-reviewed in a blind screening process by an Egyptologist and specialist from the outside area of interaction. As such, the screening of contributions is as rigorous as that employed for printed scholarly journals. The permanent location of the journal at the University of Arizona ensure as stable and tangible a publication base as those enjoyed by print serials.

The Editors are assisted by an Executive Editorial Board composed of distinguished scholars from a number of countries around the world and by Editorial Liaisons who are experts in the cultures of ancient Egypt’s neighbors or aspects of their interaction with Egypt (see Editorial Personnel). In this way, *JA EI* is well-equipped to provide a solid publication platform for an area of study with true focus yet wide application within Egyptology and general historical studies.

The wholly online nature of *JA EI* carries a number of advantages. While online periodicals are relatively new in Egyptology and related areas of research, they are not new in many fields of scientific endeavor, where their advantages have become obvious. Not only does *JA EI*’s online format enable very rapid publication of articles, reviews, and reports, it also enables the retrieval of that published material from any part of the world where an Internet-connected computer can be found—and in far less time than printed sources can usually be retrieved.

The *Journal of Ancient Egyptian Interconnections* is published four times a year on a subscription basis, though the option to purchase individual articles is available. Subscriptions may be obtained with secure online payment by following the subscription link on the journal’s home page, or by contacting the subscriptions manager (subscriptions@egypt.arizona.edu). A Guide for Contributors to *JA EI* is available for download. Submissions and editorial queries should be sent to the Editors at JAEI@egypt.arizona.edu.